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pail banged about for hours, the cook evidently too seasick to care.
The unspoken wonder of every man was: how is the Hobby, with
her towering deck-load, weathering such a sea?
On the second afternoon the storm abated somewhat, and a
bunch of pallid explorers crept out on the decks. There was no
sight of the Hobby across the tossing waters. Bjorneoen wirelessed
that there was no ice in that vicinity, and we ran in close to see if
the Hobby had sheltered in any of the island's coves. It was four
o'clock on the morning of the eleventh when we passed the southern
cape, but daylight already. Failing to see the Hobby, we radioed
to Bjorneoen to keep a watch for her and then went on.
Kings Bay had been free of ice all winter. As we were passing
Bjorneoen the operator at Kings Bay informed us that two days
earlier ice had moved in and that the harbour was now locked. This
seemed a misfortune to us at the time, but it turned out to be a
break of luck. That April kick-back of winter gave our planes a
runway of ice for the take-off and enabled us to load (divided
between the two ships) a ton more of weight than the engines
could have dragged out of water. Without that added capacity we
could not have carried, in addition to absolutely vital supplies,
enough fuel for the Arctic crossing as we had planned it.
The weather changed on the eleventh and by afternoon we had
a brisk following breeze. About supper-time we began running
through light ice. Next day it was all still weather, fog and ice.
The ice was not heavy enough to bother an ice-breaker, such as the
Hobby, but it was dangerous for the fragile Farm. Men whose
ancestors, however, had navigated the North Atlantic in open
boats were not to be daunted at finding themselves challenging
the teeth of the Arctic in a regatta pleasure craft. Less skilful
navigation than Captain Hagefup's might well have sent us to the
bottom during the storm. A less expert touch than Ice Pilot Ness's
could have as easily brought us to grief among the floes as he
smelt a passage through the fog. The fog cleared at sunset. At ten
o'clock on the evening of April 12 there was still a faint sunset,
and in it we saw the cape off Kings-Bay. Four hours later we
moored to the edge of the hard ice—three miles out from the coal
company's dock.
Next morning Amundsen and I walked ashore over the ice to

